
 

 

 

 

GRAND MISTRESS  Rabbi 0416673983 RELIGIOUS ADVISER   Sex Change  

HASH CASH Smooth Ride 0422805565 HASH NERD Big Foot 
 

0418445530 

HARE RAISER Jake the Peg 0436816238 HASH TRASH ByDesign  

HASH BOOZE 
 
HASH CATS PISS 

Cheesecake 
 
Struc Fuc 

0432386147 
 
0412621032 

SONG MISTRESS Flower 0408706641 

HASH FLASH Raw Liver  HASH RECYCLER Overproof  

 

Yakkity Yaks & Just Clackers    Wander over Yonder 
Run  #2,229 – 19 April 2021 

Trash ham-handedly written by ByDesign – watch out for that alphabetical order ! 

 

On the Run 

Both routes had a good mix footpath and long grass (no 

random snake encounters sadly) taking in the majestic 

views of downtown Lawnton.  A bit of rough ground 

keeping those on their toes and the cooling temps 

keeping them up there.  

Run Rating: Nice and Flat with lots of arrows 2.5 /10 

Walk Rating: yeah……….? with an upwards inflection.  

After considerable further deliberation, a ‘very good 

walk’, not sure if Pithhead was on the level for it but it 

goes into the books as an 8/10 

 

It is a truth universally acknowledged that the hash trash never lies. What you are about to read either has happened, 

is happening now, or will happen at some time in the future. Or nearly, anyway. 

BRISBANE NORTHSIDE 

HASH HOUSE HARRIERS 

Website: www.bnh3.yolasite.com 
Email: brisbanenorthsidehhh@hotmail.com 

HASH TRASH 

http://www.bnh3.yolasite.com/
mailto:brisbanenorthsidehhh@hotmail.com


The Circle 

Returnees were Fidel and 

someone else, but there was 

confusion as to who which is 

probably for the best 

Congratulations and 

commiserations go to Chunder for 

bring another wee one into the 

world – ah the wonders of modern 

medicine!  Congratulations also to 

Yakkity Yak for successfully 

booting the kids out, not that she 

remembered knowing much about them anyway. 

This weeks food for thought – why is Heartstarters buttocks immense? 

Pleasure Island knows but she isn’t telling.  Flowers is a delight too according to Sex Change.  Bigfoot reckons Jakes 

are decent too but there wasn’t time or the quorum necessary to justify a proper inspection. 

Birthday downs to Beeteroot and Silverfox for the never-ending birthday.  It’s also apparently 10 Fingers birthday at 

some point this year so Struck F**k drank for him.  Rabbi also got congratulatory down down for 100 runs 

To celebrate the renewed opportunity to once against donate funds to starving NZ tourism operators, Heartstarter 

proposes a toast to all Kiwi’s, although Sherbet seemed to be the only one present (where’d they all go?) 

In this Day in History was the Battle of Lexington – the first military engagement of the American Civil War.  Chunder 

looks a bit like one of the generals on a good day so that was enough for a Down Down. 

 



 
Awards/Down Downs 
 

Hash Award Hasher For 

Hares 
Yakkity Yak & Just 
Clackers 

For the great sausage 

Small Prick Ryvita 

An indignant Struck F#%K awarded this to Ryvita, who 

wanted his towel to ‘clean up afterwards’  

Dummy Sherbet  Awarded by Heartstarter for not having a drink in the circle 

Big Prick Yakkity Yak Awarded to Big Foot for stressing about the beer she caused to 

be wasted and how to clean it up – while By Design just found 

the mop and did it.  She then proceeded to stroke it all night. 

Grub Shirt Ryvita 
Given by Pithhead for giving him guff for the size of his penis 

Other Charges 

Chargee / s For 

The 2 hares 
Roots on the Run  

Sherbert on Killer 

For making new friends on the run.  Apparently while On Home 

pulled into the wrong house, asked for “hash” and introduced 

himself as killer.  As of writing, there have been no new 

Hashers joining after the encounter. 

Heartstarter on Sex Change 

Someone didn’t come to Hash, very long story about car keys, 

money and adventures in the mundane.  The relevance was 

lost on everybody but the charge was upheld amidst the 

confusion. 

Sex Change on ByDesign 
Not wearing hash gear 

Sex Change on Random Sod 
for last weeks Trash writeup & trying to close the circle early. 

 

THIS WEEK’S RUN – Run No. 2230      26 / 04 / 2021   

 
Hare:         Chunder 
Location:  42 Sheahan Street, Kallangur 
 
NEXT WEEK at Flower’s 
 
 
ANNOUNCEMENTS: 
 

 Jake is needing some more hares for the upcoming months 

 Rabbi has something special planned on 31st May – arrive at 1:30-2 pm with more details 

to follow. 

 Limit on food expenditure is $110 with receipts required. 

 No complaining about the beer unless prepared to volunteer for the hash booze job 

 



 


